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ethi -just as when in physical science we elevate

our regards from the earth we tread upon to the

sublime movements of astronomy, we pass to other

data but have the same mathematics. He who

can resolve a triangle whose angles are indivisible

points on the parchment that lies before him, can

resolve a triangle whose angles are planets in the

firmament-and all that he requires to know are

the facts or the objects of the celestial physics, to

make his mathematics as available in that Natural

Philosophy whose field is the heavens, as he may

have already made them in that Natural Philosophy

whose field is this lower world. In like manner

he who can assign the proprieties of that relation

which suosists between a dependent family and

their earthiy benefactor, can assign the proprieties
of that relation which subsists between our whole

species and their heavenly Benefactor. For this

purpose he has no new ethics to learn; and all that

he requires to know are the facts or the objects of

there is a Jupiter that there must be a Georgium Sidus; and it

requires an additional and independent act of observation to ascer
tain the existence of the latter. These informational truths, as

they may be termed, form the proper objects of the Inductive
Philosophy; whereas the truths of instruction are come at, no
by separate observations, but by development and deduction from
certain primary and. comprehensive propositions which virtually
contain them; but in which they lie wrapped and uneduced, till,
by the processes whether of moral or mathematical reasoning,
they are brought out in their own distinct individuality to view.
And thus it is, that though it needs a new observation to tell u
of that before unknown and existent object the Georgium Sidu
-it needs not a new mathematics, to tell either the period of it
revolution or the form of its orbit. Thus too though it be by a.
altogether new information that we come to know uf the existcn
Being Jesus Christ; it is not by a new ethics that we tine t,(.
acknowledge the services which we owe, or the reverence awl grill
tude which of right belong to Him.
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